
Shocks and Struts Repair for European Import Vehicles
in Arizona

iautohaus.com/shocks-and-struts-repair/

Your luxury import automobile lends superior handling around every curve and corner with
the performance expected of a finely crafted European car, but when your suspension
needs repair – where do you turn? iAUTOHAUS has extensive knowledge in shocks
and struts repair for European import vehicles in Arizona including Mercedes, BMW,
Audi, Volkswagen, Porsche, Jaguar, MINICooper and Maserati. Our highly specialized
automobile technicians have years of experience and are ASE Certified in suspension
repair for luxury and exotic European automobiles. We proudly serve Tempe and
surrounding areas including Phoenix, Chandler, Gilbert and Queen Creek since 1997.

Schedule a suspension service in Arizona with iAUTOHAUS today!

SCHEDULE SERVICE

Our Suspension Services
Like many other aspects of maintaining your luxury import, the shocks and struts wear out
over time and need to be replaced at specific mileage intervals set forth by the
manufacturer. Because failing shocks and struts can pose a threat to your safety and
the safety of your passengers, it is important to be aware of the warning signs to
keep your fine European auto at peak performance and ensure safe travels. If you are
experiencing any of the following warning signs, then you need a certified European car
specialist to diagnose the problem and repair or replace your vehicle’s shocks or struts:

Leaking Fluid – While a little leakage of hydraulic fluid from shocks and struts is
normal, a visual inspection showing the shock or strut looking wet or oily means
you have a problem.
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Front End Dives – If the front end of your vehicle dives down when you brake,
this very likely means that your shocks and struts will need to be repaired or replaced.
Rear End Dips – If the rear of your vehicle bends downward when you
accelerate, this could also be an indication of suspension problems and you should
have a trusted German luxury car expert evaluate the cause of the dipping.
Excessive Bouncing – If you drive over a bump your car’s shock absorbers will keep
the vehicle from continually bouncing afterwards. If you experience excessive
bouncing, your vehicle may need shock or strut replacement.

Shocks and Strut Repair Services in Arizona for Your
European Import Vehicle
The suspension is essential to maintain control when accelerating, braking or
turning in any vehicle. The Bosch Authorized Service Center at iAUTOHAUS has
knowledgeable, ASE Certified mechanics that utilize the most current, high-tech
equipment to diagnose and repair or replace your fine European luxury vehicle’s
suspension parts. By choosing a repair center that specializes European makes and
models you could be preventing ineffective diagnostics that can lead to more down
time for your vehicle and higher repair costs for your wallet.

Take Your Luxury Vehicle to iAUTOHAUS in Tempe, AZ for
Suspension Repair

iAUTOHAUS proudly serves customers in ‘The Valley of the Sun‘, across the US and
around the world. Come in to meet with one of our friendly and knowledgeable Service
Advisors who are here to assist you through the maintenance or repair of your
beautiful import vehicle. Our multicultural staff can assist you in German, Spanish, Polish,
Russian and Hungarian. We are recognized by Ranking Arizona as a ‘Top Ten Car
Dealer in Specialized Autos’, iAUTOHAUS is BBB Accredited and Dealer Rater
Certified.
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